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onward. So little is known of their themes and style that the
citations serve equally well to supply the prehistory of the epic,
ballad, and lyric genres. The repertoire must have been created
and preserved orally, and must have exercised some influence on
subsequent artistic poetry. It was an oral, traditional literature
of women; sung by women and doubtless shaped for them.
When the lyric at last appears in written form, the predomin-
ance of women's interests is strongly marked, though the poets
are men. This preponderance descends throughout all French
literature, and has spread from there into the other literatures of
Europe.
Love is the single chord of the modern lyric, and woman the
focus of attraction. Other themes arise in literate verse, though
always in a minority of examples; but in the folk-song the other
interests, apart from religious and drinking songs, are so few as to
be negligible. The chief distinction of types is according as we
picture the women dancing or sitting over their embroidery. The
former gives the dancing-songs ('chansons a danser'), equipped
with refrains which the dancers, halting, could sing in chorus;
the latter gave the ancient 'chansons de toile', for which, more
recently, scholars have preferred the enigmatic term 'complaintes'.
The 'complainte' is without refrain, and is sung by a soloist, not
a precentor and chorus. The word covers, more or less adequately,
many different types of songs named from the convention which
they employed: there are 'pastourelles' or 'bergeries', songs of the
faithless wife or 'chansons de mal mariees', 'reverdies' in which
mention is made of the viridescence of Spring, songs of villeins,
songs addressing the nightingale (rossignolet) as the messenger of
love, songs beginning with the mention of some female operation,
&c. These conventions, as they affected the semi-popular poets
of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, are seen exploited in
Bartsch's collection of Romances et Pastourelles.1 The doubt arises
whether many of the pieces have been preserved traditionally.
Mere anonymity is no proof; the output of the named poet Aude-
froi le Batard is noticeably more popular in tone than much of the
anonymous verse. It is not the single poems which need be sup-
posed traditional, but the types; types which are repeated not only
'ad nauseam' in the French song-books, but also in all the ballad-
ries of western Europe.
1 Leipzig, 1870.

